
Week 5 (19th June – 25th June) 

Recap: 
The status before the start of 5th Weekly session was as follows: 

 Sensor data was updated upon user request through URL, and stored in exclusive log files for 

each sensor. 

 Sensor data was enclosed within Placemarks tag and sent to the client in a KML file. Those 

Placemarks then could be viewed in Google Earth and the data sent was displayed in a dialog 

box besides the Placemark. 

 The data sent solely depended upon Client request. Either entire Sensor Log file could be 

embedded within Placemarks tag and sent or only specified data taken within a particular period 

was sent. The period was defined by the client in its request. (Screenshot of this was shown in 

the earlier report). 

Reviews: 
 Dustin recommended adding coordinates information with each Sensor Reading. Also, he 

granted permission to use his Sensor Library from his AgriSenseBox code.  

 Interface within Arduino and Google Earth was very cumbersome. 

Status: 
During the telcon held with Arne and Dustin on Friday, it was decided to improve upon the previous 

code. The following three work packages along with other minor cosmetic changes were decided to be 

task for the week. 

 The way Sensor data, ID and date were stored in log file were restructured to CSV format. Along 

with it, as mentioned earlier, Geographical information was also added. The screenshot of both 

the files is given below. 

  
(On the left is previous Log file and on the right is the screenshot of updated Sensor Log File) 

 

The format of new Log File is  



D<mm/dd/yy>,<24hrs time>,N<Serial ID>,M<Sensor Reading>,L<longitude,latitude,alt> 

 

 Sensor Library programed by Dustin for his AgriSenseBox code was included in the working 

code. Also, Update module which updated the sensor reading and stored it on SD card was 

detached. In place of that on the advice of Dustin, a save function was added to his Sensor 

library which took note of the current Sensor reading and stored it in its log file. 

 

 The major changes were made in this part. Overall, the format of entire KML file was 

restructured. Earlier, only one Placemark tag was sent and the entire sets of readings were 

included in that one Placemark. In that way, client had no idea about where the readings had 

been taken. As an improvement, each set of readings is enclosed within individual Placemark 

tags and an icon is placed over the geographic location associated with that particular reading. 

Example of the revamped structure of KML file is given below. 

 

Request: 192.168.1.177/rest/services/sensor1/05-29*06-03 

 

After receiving a request like above, Arduino filters the Sensor1 Log File for the data recorded 

between the period mentioned in the URL. The screenshot of that is given below:- 

 

 
 

These three set of recordings stored in Sensor1.txt fall in the mentioned time frame. Each of 

these readings will be placed in a Placemark tag: 

 

-Each Placemark tag is named by the date mentioned in the recording. 

-In the Placemark description- date, time, Serial ID and value are displayed in a HTML formatted 

manner 

-The geographical coordinates of a particular reading are placed within <Point> attribute of 

Placemark tag. It is necessary as the icon is placed at this very location in an Earth Browser client 

like Google earth or Explorer. 

 

Following is the snapshot of KML file sent in response to the above request. It can be seen that it 

follows the principles specified above.  



 

    

 

The way it is displayed on the Google Earth is shown below. Earlier, there was a bit of tough road in 

getting Google Earth to display the KML file. Now, though the exchange is pretty much smooth. The 

steps are shown below:- 

1. Select “My Places” from the left most dialog box and enter the Request in Add->Network Link. 

Name the Link to something like “DateQuery”.  

2. A link to the KML file will be created under the “My Places” directory. Suppose, if we made some 

changes to the code, just right click on the link and select “Refresh” to update the link. In  the 

same way, user can create all the links he is interested in and save it in the “My places” directory 

This is the first of three Placemark 

Tags to be sent.  

It can be seen that date is displayed 

within the name tags. In the 

description body, we can see ID, 

date, time and value while in the 

coordinate tags is visible the 

location where data is recorded 

This is the second of three 

Placemark Tags to be sent.  

The structure is similar to the above 

PLacemark 

The Third Placemark tag. Not shown 

due to space constraint 



3. Further, if we expand “DateQuery” link, we can see all the Folders in it. In this case, there is only 

one i.e. “Placemarks Sensor1”. Expand this folder to display all the Placemarks in it. The 

screenshot of that is shown below: 

 

 

 
 

 

Problems: 

It was easy going this week  No major problems. 

Task for Next Week: 

A sudden meeting was held with Arne and Dustin, on Monday midnight. It was decided to move further 

with enhancing the code. The following tasks for the week were defined, and have to be reported on 

Friday. 

Placemarks named according to 

the date. Easy for user to select 

which one he needs from the 

check box on left 

The dialog box showing description of Placemark named 

06/24/12. We can see ID, date, time and value in there. 

The corresponding recording in Log File was: 

D06/24/12,1234,N19,M69,L95.36794,22.48465,21; 

These Yellow colored icons 

are ‘Placemarks’. Clicking 

on them will display their 

info. 



 More KML tags and functions will be studied, in a bid to improve the display of KML data. 

 Move the ‘save()’ method from Sensor Register to Sensor class. 

 A ‘fakeGPS’ library to be created to provide for Geographical coordinates and timestamp. 

 Arne introduced the concept of ‘TimeSpan’ earlier. I didn’t get a chance to look at it back then as 

the code was immature. The feasibility of it to be introduced in our program will be studied  


